Determining if a solution is optimal or near optimal is fundamental in optimization theory, algorithms, and computation. For instance, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions provide necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for certain classes of problems, and bounds on optimality gaps are frequently used as part of optimization algorithms. Such bounds are obtained through Lagrangian, integrality, or semidefinite programming relaxations. An alternative approach in stochastic programming is to use Monte Carlo sampling-based estimators on the optimality gap. In this tutorial, we present a simple, easily implemented procedure that forms a point and interval estimator on the optimality gap of a given candidate solution. We then discuss methods to reduce the computational effort, bias, and variance of our simplest estimator. We also provide a framework that allows the use these optimality gap estimators in an algorithmic way by providing rules to iteratively increase the sample sizes and to terminate. This scheme can be used as a stand-alone sequential sampling procedure, or it can be used in conjunction with a variety of sampling-based algorithms to obtain a solution to a stochastic program with a priori control on the quality of that solution.
Introduction
Assessing whether a candidate solution is an optimal or near-optimal solution plays a prominent role in optimization. Depending on the nature of its objective function and constraints, a stochastic program can often be categorized as a linear program, a smooth nonlinear program, a nonsmooth convex program, etc. So, optimality conditions for stochastic programs can frequently be borrowed from their deterministic counterparts. The pitfall with this approach is that for all but the simplest of stochastic programs, the function values and (sub)gradients needed to test these conditions cannot be computed.
Our tutorial circumvents this difficulty. The price to be paid is that the resulting tests are inexact, in three senses. First, instead of testing whether a solution satisfies conditions that ensure optimality, we bound a candidate solution's optimality gap. In optimization, optimistic bounds arise via relaxations, e.g., a Lagrangian relaxation, an integrality relaxation, or a semidefinite programming relaxation. These help bound, in a deterministic manner, the gap between the objective function value of a feasible candidate solution,x, and the optimal value, with a typical output being
• Output 1:x has an objective function value within 1% of the optimal value. However, we cannot evaluate the objective function exactly in our stochastic programs, even for a fixed candidate solution,x. So, the second sense in which our results are inexact is that errors arise from the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling schemes we use to form statistical estimators. We view the true optimality gap as a deterministic unknown parameter, which we estimate with both point and interval estimators. The typical form for an exact probabilistic statement on an interval estimator would be • Output 2: the probability thatx's objective function value is suboptimal by more than 1% is at most 0.05. Even in much simpler settings, such statements with exact probabilities can be difficult to achieve. Instead, an interval estimator is justified by an asymptotically valid probability statement, i.e., a probabilistic statement that holds as the sample size grows large. In this case, we either say that Output 2 holds for sufficiently large sample sizes, or, we say
• Output 3: the probability thatx's objective function value is suboptimal by more than 1% is approximately 0.05. Quantifying what constitutes a "sufficiently large" sample size or quantifying the accuracy of the "approximate" probability in Output 3 is usually done through empirical tests. Such tests involve problems whose objective functions can be evaluated exactly and whose optimal values are known. It is not our goal here to perform such tests, but there has been significant work in this vein (Bayraksan and Morton [3] , Freimer et al. [15] , Janjarassuk and Linderoth [28] , Keller and Bayraksan [29] , Linderoth et al. [37] , Mak et al. [39] , Partani et al. [49] , Santoso et al. [55] , Verweij et al. [61] ).
The above discussion is meant to frame what the reader can expect in terms of output from the procedures we describe. We will consider the following stochastic program
Here, f is a real-valued function measuring the performance of the system of interest, x is a decision vector constrained to obey physical and policy rules represented by the set X ⊂ R dx , ξ is a d ξ -dimensional random vector, and E is the associated expectation operator. We denote an optimal solution and the optimal value of (SP) as x * and z * , respectively, recognizing that x * may not be unique. Example 1. Let f be defined as the optimal value of a linear program, given x and ξ, i.e., f (x, ξ) = cx + min y≥0 gy s.t. Dy = Bx + d.
(1)
Here, ξ is a vector of random elements from d, g, B, and D.
The class of models of type (SP) with f defined in (1) has been widely studied and is frequently employed in applications. A prototypical two-stage program of this nature designs a system via x under system-operating conditions known only through a probability distribution on ξ. Then, y represents an operational recourse decision that is made after those operating conditions become known, i.e., after ξ is realized. The system design, x, could involve continuous decisions that allocate capacity, discrete decisions that locate facilities or construct a network, or some mix.
Example 2. Let ξ be a random row vector of costs incurred by participating in activities via x, let c o denote a cost threshold, and let f (x, ξ) = I(ξx ≥ c o ), where I(·) is the indicator function that takes value one if its argument is true and is zero otherwise.
Example 2 points to the fact that Ef (x, ξ) can capture performance measures not usually thought of as a "mean." In this case, (SP) is min x∈X P(ξx ≥ c o ).
Example 3. Define f (x, ξ) as in (1) except that c = 0 and the "min" is replaced by "max," although the "min" in (SP) remains. Let the linear program in (1) correspond to Player II selecting an origin-destination path via y in a transportation network that maximizes the probability he evades detection. Player I seeks to minimize that evasion probability by installing sensors via x on the network, knowing only a probability distribution governing Player II's origin-destination pair.
Stochastic programs can capture adversarial models under uncertainty, as indicated by Example 3. Here, Player II's origin-destination pair is governed by a known probability distribution, a typical assumption in stochastic programming, whereas his path is selected in a worst-case manner from Player I's perspective, as is typical in robust optimization.
Stochastic programs model many important systems that require decisions to be made under uncertainty, with applications emerging from a wide variety of areas including electric power systems, homeland security, finance, production supply chains, communications networks, transportation systems, and water resources management; see Wallace and Ziemba [62] . Example 2 is closely related to models with probabilistic constraints (Prékopa [52] ). For more on Example 3, see Morton et al. [42] and Pan and Morton [47] .
Unless ξ has a small number of realizations or f has a particularly simple structure, it is usually impossible to solve (SP) exactly. For problems in which ξ is of moderate to high dimension and is continuous or has a large number of realizations, Monte Carlo simulation is widely regarded as the method of choice for estimating Ef (x, ξ), when x is fixed. So, one approach for approximately optimizing (SP) is to sample n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n from the distribution of ξ and then solve the approximating problem
Of course, non-i.i.d. sampling schemes are also possible, as we will later discuss. Solving (SP n ) in place of (SP) is justified by large sample size results that establish conditions on f , X, ξ, and the sampling procedure under which solutions (x * n , z * n ) to (SP n ) are optimal to (SP) as the sample size n grows to infinity. See, for example, the survey by Shapiro [56] . These consistency results are clearly needed, but in our view, they are not enough because they tell us nothing about the quality of a solution, x * n , obtained by solving (SP n ) for finite n; i.e., they do not yield a statement like "Output 3" discussed above.
Imagine that we have successfully addressed what we have laid out so far but we are unsatisfied with Output 3, e.g., because instead of a 1%-near optimality statement, we have a 20%-near optimality statement. The excessive width of this approximate confidence interval (CI) could be because the candidate solution is not of sufficiently high quality, or it could be due to our assessment procedure. Although we will address both issues, assume for the moment the former is the cause. Then, we could solve another instance of (SP n ) under a larger sample size in attempt to improve the candidate solution. Or, perhaps better, we could instead employ a sampling-based algorithm to solve (SP) such as a stochastic approximation algorithm (Lan et al. [32] ) or a sampling-based cutting-plane method (Higle and Sen [23] , Infanger [27] ). Such an algorithm can produce a sequence of iterates that has limit points that solve (SP), with probability one (w.p.1). Again, although such convergence results are clearly needed, they are insufficient when we must terminate finitely. Statistical lower bounds have been used to guide termination (Higle and Sen [19, 23] , Infanger [27] , Lan et al. [32] ), but the sequential issues inherent in repeatedly testing termination criterion have received little attention.
So, in this tutorial we describe a simple sampling-based procedure for assessing the quality of a candidate solution to a stochastic program. The procedure is easy to implement and yields a statement like Output 3. After additional background and motivation in the next section, we describe our simple procedure for assessing solution quality in §3. Then, the three sections that follow present enhancements that can be employed if our initial procedure yields inadequate results for a given computational budget. Finally, §7 addresses the sequential issues that arise in an algorithmic setting.
we find x * n = 1 if n j=1 ξ j < 0, and
The objective function coefficient is an average of n i.i.d. standard normals and so z * n = −|N (0, 1/n)|. In this example, z * n has the following properties:
monotonically shrinking bias;
The first two properties on z * n hold much more generally (Mak et al. [39] ), as does the third, under mild conditions (e.g., Shapiro [56] ). The fourth property is not in a form that holds for more general instances of (SP). Instead of "=" we usually have "⇒," i.e., convergence in distribution, and the limiting distribution will differ. That said, the result is representative of the more general case both with respect to the n −1/2 rate of convergence and the "folded" normal random variables that arise. The fifth property concerns the rate at which z * n 's bias shrinks to zero. When (SP) has multiple optimal solutions, as in this example, O(n −1/2 ) bias arises in a very general setting. This is important because problems having multiple optimal solutions, or having a "large" set of -optimal solutions, are pervasive in optimization. The canonical rate at which sampling error in Monte Carlo methods shrinks to zero is O(n −1/2 ), as illustrated here in the fourth property, and the fifth property suggests that the rate at which bias shrinks to zero can be as slow as that of sampling error.
These results contrast sharply with those that arise when the optimization operator "min x∈X " is not present in (SP) and (SP n ). If x ∈ X is fixed, then under very mild conditions we have an unbiased estimator that is strongly consistent with normally distributed errors. Optimization leads to biased estimators with nonnormal errors. Even consistency can be lost as seen by replacing X = [−1, 1] with X = R in Example 4. Finally, that the optimization operator can yield an O(n −1/2 ) bias result is also atypical relative to what one usually obtains when other "smoother" types of operators are applied to sample means. For example, suppose φ is a smooth nonlinear function and we seek to estimate φ(EY ) by φ(Ȳ n ), wherē Y n is a sample-mean estimator of the scalar population mean
i.e., the estimator has bias that shrinks to zero with O(n −1 ). Thus, the optimization operator qualitatively changes the nature of results arising when employing Monte Carlo sampling. This suggests that we may need to exercise care when developing point and interval estimators that are rooted in (SP n ).
A key observation is that z * n gives a lower bound, in expectation, on the optimal solution value z * (Property 1 in Example 4). The intuition is as follows. In solving the original problem (SP), we seek a decision, x, that hedges against all realizations of ξ. When solving (SP n ), we optimize with respect to a subset of ξ's support, selected according to the distribution of ξ. Because of this "inside information," we overoptimize and, on average, obtain an optimistic objective function value. Based on this same intuition, we expect the value of the bound to grow as n increases (Property 2 in Example 4).
As indicated above, the z * n bound is analogous to lower bounds that arise from optimizing relaxations in other areas of optimization, except that it is statistical in nature. Therefore, it will yield a different type of optimality statement compared to deterministic problems as discussed in §1. Now, suppose we take as a candidate solution the solutionx = x * n of (SP n ) along with its optimal value z * n . The following question then arises: In what sense should we seek to characterize x * n and/or z * n as being "good" estimators of their population counterparts x * and z * from (SP)? We could pursue a number of different goals regarding such inference. For example, we could try to establish any of the following.
where the random width satisfies n → 0, w.p.1.
Goal 1 would provide a route to forming an approximate CI on the optimal solution x * using the limiting distribution Y x . Similarly, we could attempt to use Goal 2 to form an approximate CI on z * . As we have seen above, the limiting distributions Y x and Y z may be nonnormal. If (SP n ) were a maximum-likelihood estimation problem, then Goal 1 would be appropriate, and if (SP) were a model to price a financial option, then Goal 2 would be appropriate. However, when (SP) is a decision-making model, then we believe that Goal 1 is more than we need, and Goal 2 is of secondary interest. In this case, Goals 3 and 4 are arguably what we should try to achieve. Note that the expectation in Goal 3 is with respect to ξ given x * n ; i.e., Ef (x * n , ξ) is a random variable. The probability in Goal 4 is with respect to the random width n and is also conditional on x * n . We further note that we cannot expect {x * n } ∞ n=1 to converge when (SP) has multiple optimal solutions. In this case, we weaken the consistency result in Goal 1 to the following: every limit point of {x * n } ∞ n=1 solve (SP). When X is compact and Ef (x, ξ) is continuous, and if we achieve this "limit points result," then we obtain Goal 3. Finally, as noted via the references given above, these goals-particularly in the form of 1-3-have been pursued and established under various conditions on f , ξ, and X. In this tutorial, our focus is on results along the lines of Goal 4. In particular, witĥ x = x * n fixed, and n denoting the CI width on the optimality gap ofx, we will obtain results of the type in "Output 3." Finally, with respect to background, we recall some basic notions associated with CIs (see, e.g., Casella and Berger [8, §9.1] ). An interval estimator, I n , of a real-valued parameter is a random set based on sample size n. For example, for finite n withx = x * n , I n = [0, n ] in Goal 4 is an interval estimator for the optimality gap, µx = Ef (x, ξ) − z * . The coverage probability, or simply the coverage, of an interval estimator is the probability that the random interval I n contains the parameter of interest, e.g., P(µx ∈ I n ). Typically, asymptotic results such as that in Goal 4 provide theoretical justification for a specific procedure to form the interval estimator I n , provided n is sufficiently large. As indicated in §1, practical interpretation of what is meant by sufficiently large is usually guided by empirical testing, specifically, by empirically assessing coverage probabilities. We are now ready to present our first point and interval estimator of a given candidate solution's optimality gap formed via Monte Carlo sampling.
Multiple Replications Procedure
In the spirit of Goal 4 of the previous section, we will measure the quality of a candidate solutionx, e.g.,x = x * n , by the optimality gap, µx = Ef (x, ξ) − z * . If the gap is sufficiently small, thenx is of high quality. An upper bound on the optimality gap forx is given by
We estimate this quantity by
where ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n are i.i.d. from the distribution of ξ. The second term in (2) is simply z * n and, as indicated in the previous section, is not asymptotically normal, and so neither is G n (x). We can circumvent this issue via a multiple replications procedure to construct a CI of the form
Here,x ∈ X is a candidate solution, Ef (x, ξ) is its "true" and unknown expected performance measure, is the (random) CI width, and 1 − α is the confidence level, e.g., 0.95. Let t n, α be the 1 − α quantile of the t distribution with n degrees of freedom, and, for later use, let z α be that of the standard normal. We summarize below our multiple replications procedure (MRP) for constructing (3) from Mak et al. [39] .
MRP:
Input: Value α ∈ (0, 1) (e.g., α = 0.05), sample size n, replication size n g , and a candidate solutionx ∈ X.
Output:
Calculate gap estimate and sample variance bȳ
n g , and output the one-sided CI on µx,
We know G n (x) can be nonnormal, so we produce n g i.i.d. replicates in Step 1 and form the resulting sample meanḠ n (n g ) and sample variance s
and the fact that s
We have more freedom with respect to the random vectors within a batch. Specifically, for fixed values of x, we only require that the random vectors within a batch produce unbiased estimators; i.e., they satisfy En
This freedom is later exploited in §6. Note that the random CI width consists of the point estimate of the optimality gap,Ḡ n (n g ), which is biased because of the bias of the lower bound, z * n , plus the sampling error, g . The random CI width in (3) is simply =Ḡ n (n g ) + g in the interval estimator produced by the MRP.
Norkin et al. [46] used the statistical lower bound z * n in global optimization of stochastic programs within a branch-and-bound method. Other algorithmic work that uses Monte Carlo simulation-based bounds and multiple replications includes Ahmed and Shapiro [1] Tutorials in Operations Research, c 2009 INFORMS and Kleywegt et al. [31] . MRP has been applied to different kinds of problems in the literature including financial portfolio models (Bertocchi et al. [5] , Morton et al. [43] ), stochastic vehicle routing problems (Kenyon and Morton [30] , Verweij et al. [61] ), supply chain network design (Santoso et al. [55] ), a stochastic water resources model to contain groundwater contaminants (Watkins et al. [63] ), an employee and production scheduling problem (Morton and Popova [40] ), a stochastic integer knapsack problem (Morton and Wood [41] ), and a stochastic network interdiction model (Janjarassuk and Linderoth [28] ).
There is other related work on assessing solution quality in stochastic programs via Monte Carlo methods, some being in the context of specific algorithms. Higle and Sen [20] derive a bound on the optimality gap for two-stage stochastic linear programs that is motivated by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions (see also Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello [57] ). Higle and Sen [21] have also proposed a statistical lower bound that is rooted in duality. Dantzig and Glynn [11] , Dantzig and Infanger [12] , Infanger [26, 27] , and Higle and Sen [19, 23] use Monte Carlo versions of lower bounds obtained in sampling-based adaptations of deterministic cutting-plane algorithms. Throughout we focus on problems in which the feasible region, X, is simple in that feasibility of a candidate solution is easy to enforce and verify. This contrasts with related work on assessing solution quality in problems with probabilistic constraints (Luedtke and Ahmed [38] ).
The MRP has a number of important advantages. Foremost is its wide applicability. The same approach is valid regardless of whether (SP) is a two-stage stochastic linear or nonlinear program, X includes integer restrictions on x, the second-stage optimization model (1) includes integer restrictions on y, or Ef (x, ξ) is a "nonstandard" objective function as in Example 2. Of course, the techniques employed to solve (SP n ) in Step 1.2 in these cases will vary, as will the computational effort required to do so. That said, the (asymptotic) validity of the CI on the optimality gap produced by the MRP is not an issue. To carry out the method we must be able to generate i.i.d. observations of ξ, and for the CLT to apply, we require that f (x, ξ) has finite second moments. The MRP is not tied to any particular algorithm so that (SP n ) can be solved by any number of means, and the effort to implement the MRP can be modest. For example, the MRP can be implemented with relative ease in a modeling language such as GAMS (Brooke et al. [6] ). We have also observed that the MRP tends to be conservative in its coverage properties (see, e.g., Bayraksan and Morton [3] , Partani [48] ).
For many problems, one can carry out the MRP and obtain satisfactory results, in the sense of Output 3 from the introduction, with modest computational effort. The remainder of this tutorial is devoted to what one can do when this is not the case. Below we list four reasons that we might not obtain satisfactory results when running the MRP:
(a) the computational effort to solve (say) n g = 30 instances of (SP n ) is prohibitive; (b) the bias of z * n is large; (c) the sampling error, g , is large; or (d) the candidate solutionx is far from optimal to (SP).
Factors (b)-(d) contribute to the CI width, and any one of them can result in a CI width that is too large to be useful. Of course, if (a) occurs, then we are unable to produce a CI with reasonable computational effort. This could occur because n g is large or because solving a modest number of instances of (SP n ) is too expensive. However, we usually fix n g = 20-30, and multiple processors can be used to lessen the burden of solving n g problems. So, it's typically the latter cause. We now briefly preview the ways in which the remainder of this tutorial addresses (a)-(d).
(a) Single-and Two-Replication Procedures ( §4). The reason for performing n g replications in MRP is that z * n can have nonnormal errors. Despite this, in §4 we describe an approach that enables us to assess the solution quality ofx by solving either one or two instances of (SP n ). We may pursue this option when the output of the MRP would be acceptable but the computational cost of achieving that result is excessive.
(b) Bias Reduction ( §5). In integer programming, sometimes we have an optimal, or near optimal,x, but considerable computational effort is required to tighten weak lower bounds and prove optimality. Issue (b) is analogous in stochastic programming. As we have discussed, Ez * n ≤ z * , and sometimes this bias is the largest contributor to the CI width. In §5, we use an adaptive jackknife estimator designed to tighten weak lower bounds.
(c) Variance Reduction ( §6). The error as a result of sampling, g , can dominate the CI width and make it impossible to recognize a high-quality solution. Decreasing g by increasing n g or n can be prohibitively expensive because the error shrinks at rate n −1/2 g or n −1/2 . Section 6 employs a randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) procedure to reduce g .
(d) Sequential Sampling ( §7).
To alleviate problem (d), ifx is obtained via (SP n ), we can increase n. If we instead (asymptotically) solve (SP) via a sampling-based algorithm, we can obtain the algorithm's next iterate. Practical implementation requires finite stopping, i.e., termination after a finite number of iterations using a finite sample size, and iterative testing of a statistical termination criterion requires care. Section 7 presents rules to iteratively increase the sample size and rules to terminate that ensure a priori control on solution quality.
The four remedies we suggest are not tied to specific solution algorithms and hence have broad applicability. We emphasize that the techniques we propose to address (a), (b), and (c) are not designed to be used in concert. Rather, they are a set of tools that can be employed to improve the efficiency of the MRP depending on the nature of the computational bottleneck for the specific problem under consideration. (Although we will not explore the issue here, the assessment of which issue is of primary importance can usually be made via a computationally inexpensive pilot study with relatively small sample sizes.) Indeed, the corresponding sections are written in a modular manner so that the reader can skip directly to the recommended remedy. The sequential sampling development for (d) provides a sufficiently general framework that it could be coupled with any of the other techniques. Here, we only point to how it can be coupled with the single-and two-replication procedures of the next section.
Single-and Two-Replication Procedures
When applying the MRP, the replication size, n g , is taken to be, say, 20 or 30 in an attempt to have a valid statistical inference. This section is based on Bayraksan and Morton [3] and begins with a single-replication procedure (SRP) to make a valid statistical inference on the quality of a candidate solution.
As before, let the candidate solutionx ∈ X be given. We use the following additional notation. For a feasible solution,
Note that G n (x) given in (2) can be written asf n (x) − z * n with the understanding that the same n observations ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n are used inf n (x) and z * n . The single-replication procedure follows.
SRP:
Input: Value α ∈ (0, 1), sample size n, and a candidate solutionx ∈ X. Output: Approximate (1 − α)-level confidence interval on µx. (2) and
√ n, and output the one-sided CI on µx,
The SRP and the MRP differ in how the sample variance is calculated. In the MRP, n g i.i.d. observations of G n (x) are calculated and the sample variance of these gap estimates is used to form the CI. In contrast, only one value of G n (x) is calculated in the SRP and the individual observations, f (x, ξ j ) − f (x * n , ξ j ) for j = 1, . . . , n, are used to calculate the sample variance. In fact, G n (x) is the sample mean of these individual observations, and s 2 n (x * n ) is the corresponding sample variance. The following theorem provides asymptotic validity of the SRP. Theorem 1. Assume X = ∅ and is compact, Ef (·, ξ) is lower semicontinuous on X, and
Then, given 0 < α < 1 in the SRP,
Theorem 1 justifies construction of the approximate (1 − α)-level one-sided CI for µx = Ef (x, ξ) − z * , given in the SRP without requiring G n (x) =f n (x) − z * n to be asymptotically normal. Sufficient conditions to ensure (4) and Theorem 1's proof are provided in Bayraksan and Morton [3] .
The MRP is a procedure in which we use n g ≥ 20-30 replications and the SRP is a procedure with just one replication, n g = 1. As we show in Bayraksan and Morton [3] , empirical coverage results for the SRP do not always inherit the relatively conservative nature of those of the MRP. For this reason, we provide the following two-replication procedure (2RP) variant of the SRP.
2RP:
Recall the MRP and fix n g = 2. Replace Steps 1.3, 2, and 3 by the following:
2 . Calculate the estimates by taking the averages,
3 . Output the one-sided CI on µx,
The sample variance, s 2 n (x k * n ), for each sample k = 1, 2, in the 2RP is calculated as in the single-replication procedure, and these are averaged to obtain the variance estimator of the 2RP (in Step 2 ). We provide in Bayraksan and Morton [3] an asymptotic justification for the 2RP that is analogous to Theorem 1. When concern for conservative coverage results is paramount but the MRP is too computationally expensive to employ, we recommend the 2RP. For some problems, the cost of performing multiple replications, i.e., Issue (a), is the primary computational bottleneck in efficiently assessing solution quality. In such cases, the 2RP can yield considerable computational savings.
Bias Reduction
When lower bounds are weak, we may fail to recognize an optimal, or near-optimal, candidate solution. In other words, the bias of z * n can significantly degrade our ability to assess the quality of a candidate solution. In this section, we present techniques to reduce this bias, and our approach is rooted in a jackknife estimator. First used by Quenouille [53, 54] Letθ n be an estimator of θ that is based on n underlying observations. Here,θ n could be z * n or the gap estimatorḠ n (n g ). Example 5 compels us to consider the case when Eθ n − θ = O(n −p ) for values of p in the range p ∈ [1/2, ∞). So, following the ideas of Gray and Schucany [17] , assume
where n is even. We view (5) as a system of two equations in two unknowns, θ and a. Eliminating the latter to solve for the former,
This suggests an estimator in whichθ n andθ n/2 respectively replace Eθ n and Eθ n/2 in (6). Unfortunately, for a stochastic program, we are unlikely to know the order of the bias, p. One way around this difficulty is to use a two-stage procedure in which we first estimate p, and then use that point estimate in the estimator of θ sketched above. This idea is pursued in Partani et al. [49] , but here we instead form
where n is a multiple of 4. We view (7) as a system of three equations in three unknowns: θ, a, and p. We could mimic the above ideas to derive an estimator of θ, but as discussed in Partani [48] , the resulting estimator can fail to satisfy even the most basic property like consistency.
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We instead form an estimator by first using (7a) and (7b) to obtain an
which, in view of (7c), approximates Eθ n 's bias. That is,
where
An adaptive jackknife estimator arises by replacing (Eθ n/4 , Eθ n/2 , Eθ n ) on the right-hand side of (8) with a triple of estimators with corresponding sample sizes. We call this an adaptive estimator because, unlike the generalized jackknife, which requires the order p be prespecified, our approach estimates the rate at which the bias shrinks to zero.
With γ denoting a positive integer, Partani [48] extends this to a family of adaptive jackknife estimators using
As γ grows, the family of estimators becomes more aggressive in reducing bias. Here, aggressiveness must be tempered by our aversion to overcorrecting and destroying the validity of the lower-bound, and hence gap, estimators. In this sense, estimators based on g γ (·) do not appear excessively aggressive, even for large γ (Partani [48] 
. . , 4. 3. LetĈ denote the sample covariance matrix of (θ 
Letθ
The following result establishes a consistency property for J A γ . Although this is defined for the adaptive estimator specified in MRP A , Theorem 2 holds for a more general class of estimators as long as assumption (9) holds; see Partani [48] for the theorem's proof.
Theorem 2. Assume thatθ n is a strongly consistent estimator of θ. Let γ be a positive integer, and let J

A γ be defined as in MRP
A . If (9) holds, then
We note that when we form J is not an unbiased estimator of g γ (Eθ n/4 , Eθ n/2 , Eθ n ), but we can employ a second-order Taylor correction (Partani [48] ); i.e., we can redefine J A γ in Step 4 via
We also note that in Step 1.4 we form two problems with n/2 samples using N 1 ∪ N 2 and N 3 ∪ N 4 , but there is benefit to instead forming 
The MRP
A requires additional computational effort over the MRP of §3. Specifically, the MRP requires we solve n g (30, say) instances of (SP n ), whereas MRP A requires we solve n g instances of (SP n ), 2n g instances of (SP n/2 ), and 4n g instances of (SP n/4 ). Still, when bias limits our ability to construct a sufficiently tight CI, computational work in Partani [48] indicates the additional effort can be worthwhile.
Variance Reduction
Uniform random variables (or pseudorandom variates) on the unit interval form the basis for numerical procedures for generating i.i.d. observations of a nonuniform random variable ξ. Using an appropriate transformation φ we can express f (ξ) = f (φ(U )) ≡ h(U ), where U is a uniform random vector on the unit cube, [0, 1] d , and where, for simplicity, we temporarily suppress x. Here, we would have d = d ξ if, for example, the components of ξ are independent and each is generated via inversion. So, computing Ef (ξ) may be viewed as numerical integration of h over [0, 1] d . In their simplest form, numerical quadrature rules for computing Eh(U ) (e.g., d-dimensional variants of Simpson's rule) use a uniform grid of points over [0, 1] d . However, the computational effort needed to achieve a specific level of error with quadrature grows exponentially in the dimension d, and in the absence of special structures such techniques are not usually viable for d larger than 3 or 4. MC methods instead draw i.i.d. observations of U over [0, 1] d . Each observation is generated independently, and so the resulting collection of n points is not as "evenly spread" across [0, 1] d as it could be. Loosely speaking, QMC methods (e.g., Niederreiter [45] ) lie somewhere between these two approaches. To avoid the dimensional effect of quadrature, QMC methods do not use a uniform grid but spread their points more evenly than MC methods to improve on the O(n −1/2 ) convergence rate of MC methods, and hence improve their efficiency.
Application of QMC methods in stochastic programming is examined in Diwekar and Kalagnanam [13] and Pennanen and Koivu [50] . Homem-de-Mello [25] provides conditions under which pointwise (i.e., without the "min x∈X " operator) rates of convergence associated with non-i.i.d. sampling schemes like QMC and Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) are inherited by the solution and value estimators from (SP n ). LHS is also applied in Bailey et al. [2] , Diwekar and Kalagnanam [13] , Freimer et al. [15] , and Linderoth et al. [37] . A number of other variance reduction techniques are also applied in stochastic programming. Importance sampling has been employed in Dantzig and Glynn [11] and Infanger [26] . Antithetic variates, control variates, importance sampling, and stratified sampling are explored in Higle [18] . As described in Mak et al. [39] , the use of common random numbers in our MRP of §3 reduces variance, and this technique is also used in Higle and Sen [22] . In this section, we discuss the use of randomized QMC (RQMC) methods for reducing variability in MRP estimators.
QMC methods use low-discrepancy sequences of points that can achieve an O(n −1 log d n) rate of convergence. For sufficiently large n, n −1 log d n ≤ n −1/2 . However, when d = 14 (which is small for a stochastic program) this requires n ≥ 8.3 × 10 59 . Based on this worst-case bound, we have little hope for QMC methods working well on moderate-to high-dimensional problems. Yet there is considerable computational evidence in the literature that QMC methods can perform quite well relative to this bound and, more importantly, relative to MC methods. Work on the notion of an effective dimension of the integrand has been put forward to explain this behavior (Caflisch et al. [7] ). Methods for constructing lowdiscrepancy sequences include (t, m, s)-nets; the sequences of Faure, Halton, Hammersley, Niederreiter, and others (e.g., Niederreiter [45] ); and lattices (L'Ecuyer and Lemieux [36] , Sloan and Joe [59] ). These schemes produce infinite (deterministic) sequences of vectors in [0, 1] d that have partial sequences with low discrepancy. One shortcoming of QMC methods is the difficulty associated with obtaining good error statements. (In contrast, MC methods infer such error estimates from CLTs.) Another difficulty with employing QMC methods, particularly in our setting, is that the point estimates are not unbiased estimators-they are not even random variables. These two issues make it difficult to simply "plug in" a QMC scheme in our MRP in a sensible way.
Randomized QMC methods (e.g., Fox [14] ) circumvent both of these difficulties. Let the n points generated via a QMC scheme be denoted U n = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n }. RQMC sampling performs a random shift of these points. In particular, let v be a random vector from the uniform distribution on [0, 1] d . We redefine each element of U n asũ j = [u j + v], where [·] returns the fractional part of its argument, and then we formh = n
shifts of U n in this way yields n g observationsh k , k = 1, . . . , n g , and we definē
) is an unbiased estimator of Eh(U ), the standard sample variance is an unbiased and strongly consistent estimator of var(h 1 ), and the standard CLT for i.i.d. random variables applies (Fox [14] , L'Ecuyer and Lemieux [36] , Sloan and Joe [59] ). As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following theorem. 
From Theorem 3 we can infer that the output of an RQMC variant of the MRP satisfies (asymptotically) the CI (3) on the optimality gap. We observed significant decreases in sampling error, g , by using the RQMC variant of the MRP. Moreover, although our initial motivation for exploring RQMC sampling was to reduce variance, we found empirically that bias is also reduced relative to MC sampling. It does follow from the O(n −1 log d n) rate of convergence that the bias shrinks more quickly than the worst-case O(n −1/2 ) for MC, but the caveats on the size of n still hold. The intuitive explanation of the nature of the bias from §2 (i.e., having to hedge against only n realizations and not all of ξ's support) suggests that it would be more difficult to "overoptimize" n evenly spread scenarios than n random scenarios. Perhaps for similar reasons, bias reduction results are obtained in Freimer et al. [15] for LHS.
Sequential Sampling
The CI procedures presented in § §3-6 are static; that is, the candidate solution,x ∈ X, and the sample size, n, are fixed input to those procedures. In this section, we allow bothx and n to be adaptive; i.e., we use ideas developed so far in an algorithmic fashion. Consider the following basic framework for sequential sampling.
Step 1. Generate a candidate solution.
Step 2. Assess the quality of the candidate solution.
Step 3. Check stopping criterion. If satisfied, stop. Else, go to Step 1.
Note that Steps 1-3 closely resemble a typical optimization algorithm. Deterministic optimization algorithms generate candidate solutions, test whether the current solution passes an optimality test (e.g., whether a first-order necessary condition is satisfied), and if not, the algorithm seeks to improve the solution each time Step 1 is carried out. In the context of stochastic programming with Monte Carlo sampling-based approximations, improving the solution typically involves generating one or more additional samples of ξ. Because of the iterative testing of the statistical stopping criterion in Step 3, this is where stochastic optimization algorithms need additional care. For example, when the above CI procedures are used in an algorithmic setting, the sequence of candidate solutions and the sample size when the procedure stops become random variables. Their analysis differs from their static counterparts; see, for instance, similar sequential analyses in statistics (Chow and Robbins [10] , Nadas [44] ) and in simulation of stochastic systems (Glynn and Whitt [16] , Law and Kelton [34] , Law et al. [35] ).
In Step 1 of the algorithm, a candidate solution can be generated by a number of methods that solve (approximations of) (SP). Therefore, the sequential procedure can work in conjunction with a range of algorithms. We require that this method generates solutions with at least one limit point that solves (SP), w.p.1. This includes, but is not limited to, solving a sequence of sampling problems (SP m k ) with increasing sample sizes, m k → ∞ as k → ∞, and setting the solutions x * m k as the candidate solution, i.e.,x k = x * m k , at iteration k. Alternatively, a sampling-based algorithm like stochastic decomposition (Higle and Sen [22] ) can be used. In Step 2 of sequential sampling, we assess the quality of the current candidate solution. We allow the use of a variety of optimality gap estimators like the aforementioned ones in § §3-6, and ones developed in conjunction with the specific algorithm used in Step 1, provided certain conditions are met. Below, we formalize these assumptions.
Let X * be the set of optimal solutions to (SP). For any x ∈ X, in addition to its optimality gap, µ x , we define a variance term, σ
. . , ξ n be a sample of size n. Suppose we have at hand G n (x) an optimality gap point estimate that uses this sample of size n to estimate µ x , and similarly suppose we have an estimator s 2 n (x) ≥ 0 of the associated variance σ 2 (x). We define
Note that the expected value of D n (x) is µ x , and its variance under independent sampling is σ 2 (x)/n. We assume the estimators D n (x), G n (x), and s 2 n (x) all use the same n observations. 
, w.p.1, for all x ∈ X and n ≥ 1.
Assumption 4 (A4). lim inf n→∞ s
) is a normal random variable with mean zero and variance σ 2 (x).
Briefly, the assumptions are as follows: (i) the algorithm used in Step 1 eventually generates at least one optimal solution (A1), (ii) the statistical estimators of the optimality gap and its variance have desired properties such as convergence (A2)-(A4), and (iii) the sampling is done in such a way that a form of CLT holds, e.g., i.i.d. sampling, antithetic sampling, bootstrapping, etc. (A5). Assumption (A2) ensures convergence of the optimality gap estimate G n (x) in probability to the true optimality gap, µ x , uniformly in X. Similarly, (A4) is a form of convergence property for the sampling variance, s 2 n (x). Note that when (SP) has multiple optimal solutions, we cannot expect {x * n } to have a single limit point, and hence we cannot expect s 2 n (x) to converge as n → ∞. However, (A4) is a form of convergence for s 2 n (x) in the sense that it is bounded below by a minimum variance of σ 2 (x). Assumption (A3) ensures the correct direction of the bias in estimation of the optimality gap.
As an example, the SRP and 2RP described in §4 use estimators that satisfy the above assumptions for a class of stochastic programs. We note that other estimators do exist and new ones specifically designed for the algorithm used in Step 1 can be developed that satisfy the above conditions.
At iteration k of sequential sampling, we are given a candidate solutionx k ∈ X (from Step 1). We select a sample size, n k , and estimatex k 's optimality gap through G n k (x k ) and s n k (x k ) (Step 2). To simplify notation, from now on we suppress dependence onx k and n k , and simply denote µ k = µx k , G k = G n k (x k ), and s k = s n k (x k ). Let h > 0 and > 0 be two scalars. In Step 3, we check the following stopping criterion and terminate sequential sampling at iteration
i.e., we stop the first time G k 's width relative to s k falls below h > 0 plus a small positive number . Let h > h . We select the sample size at iteration k according to
where c q = max{2 ln(
Here, q > 0 is a parameter we can choose, which affects the number of samples we generate. Later we will discuss how to choose this parameter to minimize computational effort.
When we stop at iteration T according to (11) , the sequential sampling procedure provides an approximate solution,x T , and a CI on its optimality gap, µ T , as
where > . Both epsilon terms are small, e.g., around 10 −6 . It is important to note that the quality statement (13) provides a larger bound (hs T + ) on µ T than the bound used as a stopping criterion (h s T + ) for G T in (11) . Such inflation of the CI statement, relative to the stopping criterion, is fairly standard when using sampling methods with a sequential nature (Chow and Robbins [10] , Glynn and Whitt [16] ). A second remark is that the stopping rule (11) and the corresponding quality statement (13) are written relative to the standard deviation. This allows us to stop with a larger optimality gap estimate when the variability of the problem is large compared to a tighter stopping rule when the variability is low. Consequently, the quality statement regardingx T is tighter when variability is low and larger when variability is high.
When the sample sizes are increased according to (12) and the procedure stops at iteration T according to (11) , the CI (13) is an asymptotically valid CI provided D n (x) satisfies a finite moment generating function (MGF) assumption. Next, we state the MGF assumption, and then we summarize this result along with the fact that sequential sampling stops in a finite number of iterations, w.p.1.
Assumption 6 (A6). For some
Assumption (A6) holds, for instance, when X is compact, the distribution of ξ has bounded support, and ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n are generated i.i.d. from the distribution of ξ. For more general conditions under which (A6) holds, see Bayraksan and Morton [4] . The theorem below summarizes properties of the sequential procedure.
Theorem 4.
Let > > 0 and h > h > 0 and 0 < α < 1. Consider the above sequential sampling procedure where the sample size is increased according to (12) , and the procedure stops at iteration T according to (11) . 
Part (i) of Theorem 4 implies that if the algorithm used in Step 1 eventually produces an optimal solution (A1) and the optimality gap estimate can consistently estimate solution quality (A2), then our sequential sampling procedure stops in a finite number of iterations, w.p.1. Part (ii) of Theorem 4 shows that for values of h close enough to h , or when the sample sizes n k are large enough, we have the optimality gap of the solution when we stop within [0, hs T + ] with at least the desired probability of 1 − α. Theorem 4 can be recovered when the MGF assumption is relaxed, at the price of a faster rate of growth in the sample size. When we assume that the MGF exists through (A6), the sample size growth is sublinear with respect to the iteration number k, of order O(log 2 k) in (12) . When only the first two moments are finite, the growth in sample size is essentially linear, O(k).
In (12) , intelligent choices of the parameter q can help minimize the number of required samples and hence minimize the computational burden. This is especially important in applications where obtaining a new sample is costly and/or solving optimization problems with larger sample sizes become computationally prohibitive. Note that if the procedure terminates in T iterations, it uses n 1 + n 2 + · · · + n T samples for the stopping rules. It is possible to show that this sum is convex in q > 0, and it is possible minimize this function to obtain an optimal q * . For details on this and selection of other parameters; see Bayraksan and Morton [4] .
A number of researchers have studied conditions on sample sizes such that desired (asymptotic) properties are satisfied when a sampling-based approximation is used to solve a stochastic program. Shapiro et al. [58] provide insight as to the sample size needed to find the optimal solution for a class of convex, piecewise linear stochastic programs with a unique, sharp optimum. Homem-de-Mello [24] studies rates at which the sample size must grow to ensure consistency of the objective function estimator. For stochastic nonlinear programs, Polak and Royset [51] propose a procedure that aims to minimize the computational effort required to reduce an initial optimality gap in the context of so-called diagonalization schemes.
We end this section by noting that an attractive feature of the sequential procedure is its flexibility in how the n k observations, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ n k , can be generated. One option is to use a single stream of observations in which at each iteration we simply augment the existing set of observations with a few new additional samples (augmentation). Alternatively, the observations from the previous iteration can be discarded and we can generate an entirely new set of observations of increased size (resampling). Intermediate options also exist and are permitted by the above theory. Warm-starting techniques, along with conservative coverage results, favor augmentation, whereas prevention of being trapped in a bad sample path favors resampling. Resampling at a moderate frequency (e.g., every 25 iterations) seems to provide a balance between these considerations, minimizing total solution time while remaining computationally efficient with a relatively high coverage probability (Bayraksan and Morton [4] ).
Conclusions and Future Work
Stochastic programs can be challenging to solve, and therefore, significant work in the literature is devoted to approximation schemes. One simple approach is to solve (SP n ) in place of (SP). Another approach is to use a sampling-based adaptation of a steepest-descent or cutting-plane algorithm. Conditions under which these approaches are asymptotically valid, i.e., as the number of samples grows large, have received considerable attention. Ways to assess whether a candidate solution obtained when these schemes are terminated finitely have received much less attention. Moreover, sequential issues that arise when repeatedly testing statistical termination criteria have received even less attention. These are the focus of our tutorial.
We have presented in §3 a simple sampling-based procedure called the MRP for forming a confidence interval on the optimality gap, µx = Ef (x, ξ) − z * , of a feasible candidate solution,x. This approach is similar to the batch-means approach commonly used in simulation (Law [33] ). The MRP solves n g instances of (SP n ) to form n g optimality gap estimators, which are then averaged to obtain a point estimator of µx. The central limit theorem is invoked to form an approximate confidence interval on the optimality gap. At first, solving (say) n g = 30 instances of (SP n ) to assess the quality of a solutionx obtained, e.g., by solving a single instance (SP nx ), may seem excessive. However, for many problems we can obtain sufficiently tight confidence intervals using n n x so that the computational effort required to assessx's quality is substantially less than the effort required to computex. Sections 4-6 of this tutorial are devoted to remedies that we recommend when this is not the case, i.e., when the computational effort required to form a sufficiently tight confidence interval on µx is excessive because of bias or variance, or simply to the computational difficulty of solving the underlying approximating problem. Section 7 addresses how to use our methods to assess solution quality in an algorithmic fashion. This allows for adaptively determining the sample size, as well as iteratively improving the candidate solution, to obtain a high-quality solution with a desired probability.
Section 4 forms a confidence interval on µx using a single replication, that is, by solving just one (SP n ) instead of n g instances. In some "nonsmooth" cases, our experience is that this procedure can be risky with respect to coverage properties, and so we recommend a more conservative two-replication procedure.
When the bias of the lower-bound estimator z * n is large, the confidence interval will be loose. Thus, §5 provides an adaptive jackknife estimator to reduce bias within the context of a multiple-replications procedure. The procedure differs from previous jackknife estimators with respect to its adaptivity; i.e., it estimates the rate, p, at which O(n −p ) bias shrinks to zero. Section 6 presents a simple variant of our MRP that uses randomized quasi-Monte Carlo samples, as opposed to i.i.d. samples, to reduce variance. This method provides an asymptotically valid confidence interval just like the MRP, but the sampling error can be significantly reduced. Experiments with this method show that bias is also reduced.
Suppose we have a candidate solution, along with a fixed computational budget. Then, we can carry out (i) the MRP of §3 with n g instances of (SP n ) with sample size n formed using i.i.d. sampling;
(ii) the SRP (or 2RP) of §4 with a sample size n > n; (iii) the MRP A procedure of §5 with n g replications of (SP n ) with n < n; or (iv) the MRP of §6 with n g instances of (SP n ) with sample size n formed using randomized quasi-Monte Carlo sampling.
For any particular problem, either (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) could be best. Often the ease of implementing (i) in addition to its applicability to a wide range of stochastic programs (e.g., linear, integer, or nonlinear stochastic programs) with minimal requirements makes it most attractive, at least if acceptable results can be obtained with modest computational effort. When this is not the case, the nature of the computational bottleneck often clearly points to which remedy to try. What we have not attempted is an adaptive scheme that would automatically identify and employ the "right" remedy.
That said, we have taken steps toward an adaptive approach. The SRP and 2RP approaches take as input the sample size n, and the MRP and MRP A also require a replication size n g . The user does not have direct control over the width of the resulting confidence interval, . The sequential procedure of §7 takes the desired confidence interval width as input and adaptively determines the required sample size.
The jackknife approach is just one way to reduce bias, and quasi-Monte Carlo sampling is just one way to reduce variance. Ongoing work uses a probability metric approach to reduce bias in 2RP and MRP. Increasing the quality of these point and interval estimators by reducing bias and variance with minimal computational effort is critical to their success, especially when used within sequential sampling procedures. This is an important area for future research. Fully adaptive sequential methods that analyze the information obtained about the problem so far to identify and correct the aforementioned potential problems can yield powerful and efficient solution methods. The MRP of §3 has been applied with success for a decade now, whereas the remedies we have described here are relatively new. Work on constructing and assessing the quality of candidate policies for multistage stochastic programs is ongoing (Chiralaksanakul and Morton [9] , Tanrisever et al. [60] ). We believe that as these mature, they will also lend themselves to wide application and to being embedded in optimization software to provide reliable estimates on the quality of solutions for stochastic programs.
